CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

This content for this chapter consists of two parts. The first part is about conclusions of the findings that researcher found in the research and the second part is related to the suggestions that researcher propose for the future in the results of research that has been done.

A. Conclusion

After all the data has been examined accurately based on the results of a study entitled English learning strategy in memorization at Islamic Boarding School of Muhammadiyah Alabio, the researcher can write some conclusions that can be drawn from her research, which can be mentioned below:

1. The strategies used in English learning strategy in memorization at Islamic Boarding School of Muhammadiyah Alabio was appropriated. From six strategies that the researcher used in research instruments, the students and teacher have applied fourth strategies that the researcher found in the research including strategy memorizing word and sentences by using acrostics and acronyms, strategy memorizing word and sentences by using charting and visual emphasis, strategy memorizing word and sentences by using visualization and strategy memorizing word and sentence by using rehearsal.
2. The Influential factors of English learning strategy in memorization at Islamic Boarding School of Muhammadiyah Alabio are two influential factors, the first internal factors is about the support and motivation in learning activities, the reprimand language in the boarding school, the existence of a pocket book, also the posters was posted in the wall of boarding school. And the second is external factors about the students feel burdened with the assessments in the school, feel depressed in memorization, can not divide their own time in the boarding, difficult absorbing new words, still do not apply directly the sentence in the conversation activities so it is made difficult to fast memorize the English learning.

B. Suggestion

Based on the findings from the research result, Researcher wants to propose some suggestions which can later be used as evaluation material and information that can be taken, the suggestions are follows:

1. Teacher always gives more attention and more time for students to memorize material completely.

2. Students should be aware and active in self-study and memorizing word or sentence, use English as a routine of daily conversation normally everywhere.

3. Future researchers continue to get broad topic research which is new problems and solutions related to this research.